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Ahsrruct: A recurrence relation is given for the integral in the title..Fo’rmulae which allows easy evaluation hy formula 
manipulation on a computer are given for integer and half-integer values of v and X. .A comparison with formulae 
given in integral tables is made. Using results obtained. four infinite series are expressed in closed form. generalizing 
well-known results for infinite series of reciprocal powers. Tables of explicit expressions for the above integral for 
small values of m. with v = n. Y = II + 4. X = 1. X = I + 4. and certain values of p. are also presented. 
Kqlw,ords: Definite integrals. logarithmic integrals. integral tables. infinite series. formula manipulation. Stirling 
numbers. Bernoulli numbers. Euler numbers. Bell polynomials. 
1. Introduction 
In a table of integrals published recently. Prudnikov et al. give the following formulae for two 
Mellin integrals [14, No. 2.6.4.6. No. 2.6.5.141: 
and 
(1.1) 
p>o. plarg -1 < 7. 0 < Re I’ < p Re X 
/ 
r X”-‘ln”‘XdX= (-I)‘7 
0 (XV) 
r_l(/_ I)! [,$!“‘[!\I - ; j,_,q]. (1.2) 
0 -c Re v < ~1. nz 3 I. 1. tn = 1. 2. 3.. . . 
where B( x. _v) is Euler’s beta function and ( a), = r( a + k)/T( a is the Pochhammer symbol. ) 
However, formulae of this kind. involving repeated derivatives, are of only limited practical use, 
even, for example, when v and h have integer of half-integer values. Special cases of (1.1) and 
(1.2), in which the differentiations have been carried out, are also given in various integral tables, 
but usually only for nt = 1 or 111 = 2. Generalization of these results to other (integer) values of m 
is usually not obvious. In view of this. and taking into account the availability of modern 
computing techniques like formula manipulation. it seems desirable to establish (elementary) 
closed formulae of a more general type for certain values of the parameters, even if these 
formulae would a priori be too complicated for evaluation by hand. This approach is particularly 
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appropriate for integrals which. like those to be discussed in this paper. are difficult to compute 
numerically. Further, the availability of such formulae would. in principle. allow the correspond- 
ing classes of definite integrals to be incorporated in symbolic integration systems. 
It is the purpose of this paper to give closed expressions for certain cases of the Mellin (or 
generalized Stieltjes) integral 
M,,(P. v. A) = P-“r( v)l‘( x - v). 
largP1 ~7, O<Rev<Reh, (1.3) 
which can be obtained from (1.1) by setting XP = x. z-” = /3, and replacing v/p by v. These 
expressions cover the four cases in which v and X are integers or half-integers restricted in such a 
way that the integral (1.3) converges. The two formulae obtained for integer values of h are also 
valid (under additional conditions) for /3 = - 1, thus giving closed results for certain cases of 
(1.2). 
Substituting x = I/J in the integral in (1.3) leads to the symmetry relation 
M,,W v, A) = (-l)“‘p-“M,,(l/p, x - v, A). (1.4) 
It will be seen that this relation allows us to consider only three cases instead of four for integer 
or half-integer values of v and A. 
Note that the substitution t = px in (1.3) leads to 
(1.5) 
It would therefore by sufficient. in principle. to consider (1.3) for p = 1 only. It turns out. 
however, that in only two out of the three cases considered does this choice lead to simpler 
formulae; in the remaining case it is p = 4 which has this effect. We therefore give these formulae 
for the general case, but restrict the examples in the tables to the appropriate special values of p. 
The restriction to integer or half-integer values of v and X in (1.3) is made to facilitate the 
evaluation of the derivatives of the gamma function, using the duplication formula where 
appropriate. 
2. A recurrence formula for M,J p. v, A) 
Before treating the special cases mentioned above, we give a recurrence relation for the general 
case (1.3). This relation is based on Lemma 1: 
Lemma 1. Let f (x) he m times differentiuhle. Then 
whereF,(x)=l, F,(x)=f’(x), und 
F,(X)=F;_,(x)+F,(x)F,_,(x), k=2, 3,...,m. 
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The proof by induction is easy. We apply this lemma to M,,,( p. v. A) and obtain 
Theorem 1. Let G,,(p. v. A) = 1. G,(p. v. X)=+(v)-+(A-v)-lnp and. forli=2.3 . .._. 07. 
G,(P. v, A) = &GA-,(B. v. h)+G,(p. v. h)G,_,(& v. A). (2.1) 
M)here +b( x) is the logarithmic dericaticle of r(x). 
Then 
M,,,( p. v. X) = p-” 
T(v)T(h- v) 
T(X) 
G,,,(b v, A). 
n7=0,1,2 , . . . . IargPl <8. O<Rev<Reh. 
(2.2) 
Table 1 
Let 
B”r(A) x XI’_’ 
Gm= qv)j-(h-v) o (I+px)“‘n”~*d~~. / 
+=\c(p)--#(A-v)-lnp. 
and 
Then 
pz = 5(2. lJ)+5(2. h - v). 
p3 = - ((3. v)+5(3. A - v). 
& ={?(2. v)+25(2. v)[(2. h - v)+2{(4. v)+j’(2. A - v)+2[(4. X - e). 
& = -55(2, u)l(3. v)+55(2. v){(3. h - u)-55(3. v)5(2. h - v)-6{(5. v) 
+5{(2. X - v)S(3. h - v)+6{(5. x - v). 
&= 313(2, u)+9{‘(2. ~){(2. h - v)+185(2. v){(4. v)+95(2. ~)5”(2. h-v) 
+18{(2. v){(4. X - v)+85’(3. v-165(3. o){(3. h- v)+l85(4. ~)[(2. h - ~~)+245(6. I!) 
+313(2. h - v)+18[(2. X - v){(4. h - v)+24s’(6. X - 1,)+85’(3. h-v). 
G,, = 1. 
G, =+. 
Gz = +* + &. 
G, = ,$I3 + 3p29 + 24. 
G4 = +4 + 6/Q + 8&9 + 3&. 
G, = 95 + 10&9’ + 20&q? + 1 5p4+ + 4p,. 
Gh = Q + 1 5/3*q14 + 40&+3 + 45&$J’ + 24&o + SD,. 
In general 
0, 
G,, = C’+ c C “,,, &$“-‘. 
I=? 
),I 
C ,,.,=(i-1) c ;r: 
A=, i 1 
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With formula manipulation system such as REDUCE [7]. it is easy to compute G,,,( p, V, h) 
in terms of q(v) - \C/(h - V) - In j3, [(k. v), and {(k, I’ - X), using Theorem 1 and the relation 
[5, No. 8.36381 
~‘“‘(s)=(-l)“‘lk!i(~+l, 
Auxiliary formulae 
Our principal aim is to derive closed expressions for M,,,( p, v, X) for integer or half-integer 
values of Y and X. For a particular value of nz. it is of course possible to obtain such expressions 
from Theorem 1 by setting the desired combination of v = II, v = n + i, h = I, X = I - + in (2.2) 
after executing the recurrence (2.1) up to k = FH, and using the relations [l. No. 6.3.2, 6.3.4. 
23.2.201 
l(k. q+l)=I(k)-a(q. k). 
$(q+ l)= -y+a(q. 1). (3.1) 
{(k. q+ i)= (2k - l){(k)-2%(q. k). 
#(q+ I)= -y-ln4+2ti(q.l). 
where 
u(0. k ) = 6(0. x-) = 0. 
a(c/. A)= 2 ‘. 
/=1 JA 
6(4./i)= i 1 
/=1 (2j - l)x * 
q>l (3.2) 
y = 0.57721 . . . is Euler’s constant. and {(k ) is the Riemann zeta function. 
However, this procedure does not lead to a closed formula for arbitrary ~1. As in the case of 
the integral [ll] 
/ 
% 
e-“‘r”- ‘h-,“lr df. Rep>O, Rev>O. 
0 
it leads to expressions containing finite sums of products over a( p, k) or &( p, k), which differ 
in their appearance from those obtained directly be the method described below. This is further 
discussed in Section 5. 
In the following section we shall derive expressions for the integrals of interest to us by direct 
use of the Leibniz formula for the differentiation of products. For this purpose, we need some 
auxiliary formulae, which we collect in this section for convenience. 
For the gamma function F(s). we have the relations [I. Section 61 (k 3 0) 
r(l + ~~)r(l - CX) = (YF(cx)F(~ - CX) = 71(~ cosec 70. 
T(k+ g= (2k-y& T(i)=& 
L 
The Pochhammer symbol is defined by [l, No. 24.1.31 
(cx)x=c++l)~~~ (Cx+k-l)= ; (-l)‘+l.s:%” 
/=1 
where, using Schlomilch’s representation [3, p. 2161. 
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(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
are the Stirling numbers of the first kind. 
We shall need the following derivatives 
(3.9) 
where 
S(p, q)= 5 (-l)‘si”(;jz”. 
/ =I’ 
We need the power series [5. No. X.34211, [I. No. 4.3.68. 69] 
In F(l +a)= -ycu+ t (-l)‘{(,j)~~‘/j. ICI] < 
/=2 
n(~ cosec 71(~ = 1 x ‘2’-2’ ]B ](?%I)‘. ]a] <:. 
.i! I , =o 
]Cx < ;lT, 
1, (3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
where Bl and El are the 
E, = 0 for j odd. 
We shall make use of 
Bernoulli and Euler numbers, respectively. Note that (2’ - 2)B, = 0 and 
’ This formula, in a different notation. and many others of a similar type. can be found in a paper by Toscano [lb]. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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Lemma 2. If 
* 
F(x)= c l+ 
is u formul power series, then 
% 
M’ith co = 1 and 
1 A 
Ck = - 1 Ka,Ck_K, 
k 
k > 0. 
h.=l 
This lemma can be proved analogously to Theorem 1.6~ of Henrici [S, p. 421. See also Knuth [IO. 
p. 5611. 
Finally, we shall require the Leibniz formula for the r?lth derivative of a product of k 
functions of one variable 
4. Expressions for integer and half-integer values of Y and X 
In this section, we consider the following four integrals, where n and I are integers, and derive 
closed expressions for three of them. The fourth integral can be expressed by the third. 
(i) v=rr+l, h=l 
J 
% 
I,,, ( p, 12. I ) = 
x ” 1 n”‘x 
0 (1 + ps)’ 
ds 
]arg p 1 -c 7. II 2 0, I3 n + 2. 173 = 0. 1, 2,. . 
I+ l,... . 
(ii) v = n + t. X = I, 
J,,, ( p 3 n . I) = J 
zc s II - l/7 ln”ls d x 
’ (’ (1 +/3x)’ 
]argP] <n. rr>O, />n+l, m=O,l,2,.. 
It-l.... . 
(iii) v=n+l, X=1-+, 
(4.1) 
or p= -1, n>O, />n+2, nr=l-1. I, 
(4.2) 
3 or fl= - 1, n>O, I>n+l, m=l-1, 1, 
J 
% 
K,,,(p. 113 1) = 
x 11 ln”‘s 
0 (1 + px)‘-1” 
dx (4.3) 
1argI-w n>O, I>n+2, m=O,l,2 ,... . 
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(iv) v=n+ 5. h=l- 4, 
L,,,(P, r1, I)= s x x ‘I- ‘/‘21nn’_y dx 0 (1 + pxy-“’ 
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(4.4) 
1 arg p 1 < 71, n >, 0, I3 n + 2. m = 0, 1. 2,... 
From (1.4) we derive the symmetry relations 
It follows that we can restrict the investigation to I,,( p, n, I), J,,,( p, n, I), and K,,,( p, n, /). For 
later use, we define the following special cases 
I,*l(n, q = I,,(L n, 1) = J 
22 x”]n”‘x 
0 (1 +x)’ 
dx, 
J;(n, I) =J,,(l. n. I) = J 
xX ,I - l/2 lnmx 
0 (1 +x)’ 
dx, 
K,:,( n, I) = K,,,(4, n, I) = LX (1 ;‘;_y’;‘;& dx, 
J 
tc 
L;](n, 1) = L,,,($, n, /) = 
X~~-‘/2h.‘“?x d y 
0 (1 + ,x)‘-‘/z . . 
(4.6) 
We also give, for reasons of completeness, the integrals for m = 0, which can be deduced easily 
from (1.3) by using (3.6): 
* 
r&3. n, 1) = J 
x n 
0 (1 +/3x)’ 
dx= 1 n!(l-n-2)! 
P 
II+ I (I-l)! ’ 
II - 1,‘2 
J&K n, I)= 
J 
zc x n 
dx= ~ 
(2n - 1)!!(2n - I - 3)!! 
0 (1 + fix)’ p’7+1’2 (I- 1)!2’_’ ’ 
J 
cc 
K,(P, n, l)= 
Xi1 
-------d_x= 
‘I+’ n!(2/ - 2n - 5)!! 
0 (1 + /3x)‘-“’ (21-3)!! ’ 
(4.7) 
/ 22 
I&?, n. 1) = 
Xn-l/2 1 
0 (1 + px)‘-1’2 
dx= ~ (2n - 1)!!(1- n - 2)! 2,-“-l 
P 
n+l/Z (21- 3)!! . 
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4.1. v=n+l, X=I 
Theorem 2.1. For 1 arg j3 1 < T, n >, 0, I > n + 2, m > 0, where I, m, und n are integers, 
Z,(P, n, l)= J 
x xnlnmx 
0 (1 + px)’ 
dX 
= ( -l)‘+n, m! 
P n+l (/- I)! 
min(m.n) min(n7-n7,.I-n-2) 
X C Semi+” C (_ l)yqy+:) 
m, =o nz>=o 
,\ 
L 
nt,=O m,!( m - ml - m, - m,)! ” 
Proof. From (1.3), we have 
(4.8) 
+ n + a)r(l- n - 4-a) . 
n=O 
Using (3.3) and (3.5), we write 
f(a) = P-“I(1 + n + a)T(l + I - n - 2 - a) 
= a(~)~+,[-d(-~),_~_~][~~cosec~a]8-.. 
=fi(~)fi(~)f3(~)f4(~). 
Applying the Leibniz formula (3.15) for k = 4 to f(cu) and using (3.9) and (3.13) yields the result 
stated. 
For the special case /3 = 1, the sum over m3 reduces to one term, since all terms containing a 
power of the logarithm disappear. Substituting 6 = px in (4.1) yields 
I,(P, n, I)= y 5 (-l)‘(l) In”‘-‘/3Z~(n, I). 0 
J=o 
(4.9) 
Expressions for I:( n, 1). obtained from (4.8) using REDUCE, are given in Table 2. 
For fixed m, n, and I, the right-hand side of (4.8) is defined in the whole /&plane cut along the 
negative real axis from 0 to - cc. In particular, we obtain for p = - 1 
Theorem 2.1.a. For n 2 0, I>, n + 2. m > I - 1, where m, n, and 1 are intqers, 
Zz*( n, /) = /,* ;1’!:7, dx 
= ( _l)“+n+l(iF;), 
Table 2 
Iz,(n, I)= J”~dx 
1’ (1+x) 
p,* ( n . / ) = /= s ” ‘n”‘s, d x 
0 (l-x) 
III II I Iz,(n.I)=(-l)“‘I;,(!-n-2.1) I,:*(n. /)=(-1)“+‘1,:*((-n-2. I) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
-IT 
2 
- 72 
0 
+T14 
T?in 
4 
7r’(&ll2 + :, 
n2(&712 + 2) 
- Tr2(&l12 - 4) 
-72(&p-f) 
0 
4 4 
-TT 
4 4 
-571 
- n2(+rr2 + ;, 
- T2(pT2 + Lp) 
0 
7T’(:?T2 - 4) 
nq:n2 - :, 
0 
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For m = I- 1, the integral is to be understood as a Cat.& principal value 
Proof. Let j”,(p, n, /) denote the right hand side of (4.8) and S,,, the 
integral. 
Kronecker symbol. By 
setting p = - 1 f ic (E > 0) in the sum over m3 in I,,,( p. rz. I). we obtain for c + 0, with 
k = m - m, - ml, 
k even, 
k odd, 
(4.11) 
where 
i 
1, k=O, 
u, = -2”1B,I 
k! 
, k=2,4,6 ,.... 
and V, = 6,,, (k = 1, 3, 5,. ..) are the coefficients of the power series representing the series 
(zcosecz)(cosz)=zcot z and (zcosecz)(sin z)=z, 
respectively. For m 2 I, we have 
k>k,,,=m-I+2>,2. 
Therefore, Hkr and consequently I,,,( - 1. n. 1) are real and continuous across the cut. Also. by 
considering values /? = - 1 k ic (E > 0), we may verify that the integral on the left hand side of 
(4.8) converges uniformly, for 6 + 0, to the integral in (4.10). Thus (4.10) follows for reasons of 
continuity if m > 1. 
For nz = I - 1, we make use of a formula due to Plemelj (see, e.g., Ri.ihs [15. p. 1151). which 
states that, for a < x0 < b, 
lim hg(X) J -dx = *iTg(x,) + # h g(x) ----dx :+x,, (I X--z (, X-X() 
provided g(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition. Setting p = l/z in (4.8) we have 
J 
p xnln’-‘x 
0 (1 + Px)’ 
dx = 
J 
CC g*tx* z) dx 
0 X-_= 
with 
g*(x, z) = (-z)9(fi I’-‘. 
A detailed investigation shows that, for 0 -C S < 1, 
lim 
/ 
1+Q*(x, z) 
dx = lim 
‘+sg*(x, 1) dx 
z+l*iO 1-6 XT; J :+l+iO 1-6 x-z . 
Therefore, from (4.8) and (4.12) for z --j 1, 
Q 
r, xnln’-‘x 
0 (l-x)’ 
dx= +iT( -l)‘+ ,llrn,~,_,(p, n, I). 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Re I,_,( - 1, n, 1) can now be obtained as in the case m > 1. Because of m = / - 1 (which implies 
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k 2 1) we obtain for the imaginary part: 
I-,1-? 
lim Im I,_,(p, 
p--1 
17, 1) = +i7r( -1)” 2 $y;+” c (_ 1)“y”‘;‘;‘s , I.I-l-n*,-,?l:’ 
111, = 0 ,!I1 = 0 
Only the term for m, = H, ~1~ = I - n - 2 remains and hence 
Im f,_,( -1. n, /) = +in( -1)‘. (4.14) 
Expressions for Z,T*(fz. I). obtained from (4.10) using REDUCE are given in Table 2. 
4.2. u=n++, X=l 
Theorem 2.2. For 1 arg ,8 1 < 7, II >, 0, I> n + 1, n? 2 0, Mvhere I, m, and 17 are integers 
= (-l)‘+‘,‘+ P??! “i”E.‘?‘( _l),)l,S(m,, ~) 
P 
I?+ l/2 
(I- I)! ,,,,=lJ 
(4.15) 
M.here s( p, q) is defined Lys (3.11). 
Proof. From (1.3) we have 
.Y ,I- 1/2+n 
dx 
(1 + P-Y)’ a=0 
Using (3.4) and (3.5). we get 
f(~)=P-“r(~+n+cu)l-(l-t/-/?-l -a) 
=IT((Y + 5),,(~-(~),~,~_,sec(ncu)p~” 
= ~fi(~)fi(~)f7(~)f4(~). 
Applying the Leibniz formula (3.15) to f( (u) and using (3.10) and (3.14) yields the result stated. 
L3 
In this case, as for the case v = II + 1. h = I treated in section 4.1, p = 1 is a special value 
which reduces the sum over ~1~ in (4.15) to one term. We therefore substitute 5 = px in (4.2) and 
write 
(4.16) 
Table 3 
J,:(n. I)=/ 
2 _~n-‘/21nn’.x do 
0 (1+.x)’ 
n1 I1 I J,:(n.I)=(-l)‘~~~J,:(I-n-1.1) J;*(n, I)=(-1) ,,+?;*(I- !I - 1. I) 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 
4 
5 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 
4 
5 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 
4 
5 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 
4 
5 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 
4 
5 
5 
0 
-77 
713 
;T 
3 
T(# +l) 
n(&r2 + 4) 
*(&2 + S) 
n($lT2 - 1) 
77(&r’ - 4) 
7r(&n2 - &) 
n(&n2 -ii) 
0 
-3a’ 
-3n’ 
- T(qr’ + 1) 
- *(Ap + 2) 
0 
-n($-1) 
-n($lrZ-l) 
0 
0 
- 25~’ 
-25~~ 
- n’( J&w + 10) 
- n”(g’7;1 +20) 
0 
- I?(& - 10) 
- n’(I;n’ - 10) 
0 
0 
2n’ 
2n2 
0 
-2n4 
-n 4 
- 7?($lT” + 3) 
- n2($n2 + ;, 
2 1 
77 (3” z-3) 
n’(~n2 - ;, 
0 
8n4 
8n4 
n2($n2 +4) 
7?(~7? +8) 
0 
- n2(+n’-4) 
_ n’($rr’-4) 
0 
- 16776 
- 8n” 
-2n4(3n2 + 10) 
-5n4(n2 +6) 
_ ,&3&4 + ?+i.,z + 5) 
2n4( n2 - 10) 
n4(n2 - 10) 
n2(;T4 _ ~~2 -5) 
- n’($n” -+r2 +5) 
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Expressions for Jz( n, I). obtained from (4.15) using REDUCE. are given in Table 3. 
As in the case of the integral treated in section 4.1. we can find a formula for /3 = - 1. This is 
given by 
Theorem 2.2a. For n >, 0. I > n + 1, m >, I- 1. fithere m. II. and 1 are integers. 
J;*(n, I) = J 
= x ,1- 1 ,‘2 lnnIx d x 
0 (l-x)’ 
I-11-l 
X C s( m,, I- n - 1)(2’~~)~‘-~‘~-~*‘+’ 
)P, 2= 0 
(2n’- nll-mz+’ - 1) I &w?,,-,*~+, I 
X 
(m-mm,--mm,+l)! ’ 
For m = I - 1, the integral is to be understood as a Cauchy principal value integral. 
(4.17) 
Proof. The proof follows the lines used for Theorem 2.la. Let &( p, n, /) be the right-hand side 
of (4.17). With k = m - m, - m,. ln( - 1) = & i7 and l/m = f i, we obtain 
IX/21 
Hk= Tia(*iT)/‘ c (-l)M I E2.M I 
= ( +iaUk, k even. 
M=O (2M)!( k - 2M)! \ T?+‘&, k odd, 
(4.18) 
where U,=S,., (k=O, 2.4 ._._) and 
v, = 2k+1(2k+’ - 1) lBx+, 1 
h (k + l)! 
k=l, 3, 5,... 
are the coefficients in the power series representing the product of the series 
(set z)(cos 2) = 1 and (set z)(sin z) = tan z, 
respectively. Since k > k,,, = m - I + 1 > 1 for m > 1. it follows that HA and hence x,,( - 1. II. 1) 
are real and continuous across the cut. The left hand side of (4.17) converges uniformly for E + 0. 
and thus (4.17) holds if m >, 1. 
For nz = I- 1, we repeat the argument used for Theorem 2.la. In particular, we find that k 3 0 
and 
glim, Im j,_,(P, n, I)= Tii(-l)l’ i (-l)““S(m,, fl) 
“I, =o 
x C S(m,, 1-n - 1)&-1-,,-,2. 
m,=o 
Only the term for m, = n, m2 = I - n - 1 remains. Therefore, with s( q, q) = ( - l)y, 
Im J,_,(-1, n, I)= *iT(-1)‘, 
by analogy with (4.14). 
(4.19) 
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Expressions for .I,:*( n. I) obtained from (4.17) using REDUCE. are given in Table 3. 
4.3. v=nSI, h=l-; 
Theorem 2.3. For 1 arg /3 1 < 7. n > 0, I >, II. HI >, 0. tiher-e 1. IH. UII~ II integers. 
J 
zc 
K,(k n. 0 = 
x’71n”‘x 
0 (1 + px)‘-‘/” 
dx = 
X c (- l)““S( m2, I- ‘I - %4,,,-,,,,-,,,~(~) (4.20) 
,?I;=0 
w!here i( p, q) is defined LJ_I* (3.11) urzd ~+ere A,( /?) = 1, 
and 
a = ( -W/4). K= 1, 
K 
\ [2”- 1 +(-1)7[(K), K> 1. 
Proof. From (1.3) we have 
s II + n 
dx 
(1 + px)‘-“’ <I=0 
Using (3.3) and (3.4). we get 
= ~flbMa3(~). 
From (3.12), 
In 
I ) 
p -q1 + (Y)r(l - 2a) 
= 4 r(l -a) 1 -a In% + f S(k)[2” - 1 +(-l)‘]a”/l\ A=2 
Applying the Leibniz formula (3.15) for k = 3 and using (3.9), (3.10), and Lemma 2. yields the 
result stated. •I 
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Note that. in this case, j3 = 4 is a special value which makes the explicit formula simpler, 
because all terms containing a logarithm disappear. Therefore. by substituting 5 = ip in (4.3). 
(4.21) 
Expressions for K,T,( II, I) obtained from (4.20) using REDUCE, are given in Table 4. 
5. Comparison of results from the direct and recursive computation 
In Section 3 we mentioned that the results obtained using the recurrence relation (2.1) of 
Theorem 1 and the relations (3.1) and (3.2) differ considerably in appearance from those 
obtained by direct computation as defined in the theorems of Section 4. This is best seen by 
examples. For n? = 3, we obtain from Theorem 2.1 with h = I - n - 2 
r:(n, I) = 
and from Theorem 1 
Z?(n. I) = ~((,(,,,l)-u(i,.1))1-3(o(n.l)-o(h,l))(o(~l.2)+u(h.2)) 
+2(u(n, 3)-u(h, 3))+6{(2)(u(rr, 1)-o@, l))] (5.2) 
where a( p, k) is defined by (3.2). Similarly, from Theorem 2.2, with h = I - n - 1, 
J-j+, ,) = 6n 
t-1)’ 
(i-l)! 
{ -$3. h).?(O, n) + $3, 1+(0, h) + s(2, h)@. n) 
-$2, n)$l, II) + ;,‘[$I, ir)$O, h) -.!?(l, h)i(O, n)]} 
and from Theorem 1 with v = II + i. h = I 
(5.3) 
.I;“( II, I) = 87r 
(2n - 1)!!(2h - l)!! 
(I- 1)!2’ 
Xj2[(e(n.1)-8(~~,1))‘-3(d(n.1)-8(h.1))(8(,1,2)+6(k.2)) 
+2(s(n. 3)-&(h, 3))] +9{(2)[+, l)-&(h, l)]> (5.4) 
where i( p, q) is defined by (3.11) and s( p, k) by (3.2). 
This difference is only apparent. and the two expressions for Z;( n, f), as well as those for 
JT( n, I), are equivalent. This can be seen by setting c(2) = &IT~ and applying 
Theorem 3. Let Y,( x1,. . . , x~) be the kth exponentiul complete Bell polynomiul defined by ( Comtet 
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[3. pp. 134. 3071): 
exp 
and let Y, = 1. Let Sip’ be the Stirling numbers of the first kind. 
P ’ 4. 
(5.5) 
arld let a( q, k). &(q, k) he the sums (3.2). Then. for p 3 0. q > 0 integer. 
(a> 
y$“= (_1)“‘“4! - p! Y,b(q, 11, a(49 2) . . . . . a(q. P)). (5.6) 
04 
(2q - l)!! 
S(p. q)=(-ly2p-y p, FP(6((I. l), 6(q. 2) ,.... 6(q. p)) (5.7) 
w,here p0 = 1 and 
PP([ ,,..., &)= Y&5,-1!&2!& ,.... (-l)P~‘(p-l)!~,,) pal. 
Proof. The proof for case (a) is given by Comtet [3, p. 2171. We use the ideas of his proof in order 
to prove part (b). For q > 0, we obtain from (5.5). usin g the power series for ln(1 + s). the 
Pochhammer symbol (3.7). and the fact that S:” = 0 for q > 0, 
p=l 
. . . ..(-l)"_'(p- l)!cqq, p,i$ 
3, (-1).‘-1 
= exp C 
/=I j 
c?(q. j)t’=expg 2 
t-l)‘-’ t, 
/=I r=~ j(2r- 1)’ 
24 
= (-1)y(2q- l)!! ,=a 
i (_l)‘$” i j;j2-.‘tp 
p = 0 
4 4 
= (-1)4(2;:;)!! p.o.,Fp(-l) SC/ p 
’ (I) j 2P/f/‘= (-1)” 
( I 
(2;y)!! e S( P. q)tP. 
I’ 0 
The result (b) follows for p > 0 by comparing coefficients of t p. s(O. 0) = 1 follows directly. Note 
that s( q, q) = ( - 1)4. The first five polynomials Yp( t,, . . . , (,) are given by 
Y, =5,, 
YI = <: - 52, 
I;; = t: - 35152 + 2<3, 
336 
r, = g - 10.g~~ + 20gt, + 155~; - 305~5~ - 2o5,h + 245,. 
It folloBTs from (5.7) that for p 2 I. pp( b( q, 1). . . . . c?( q, p )I wnkhes identically for q <P. The 
Same is true for ii,( a( q, l), . . . . a( q, p)), since s/1”’ = 0 for 4 < P. q 
6. Formulae given in integral tables 
We now discuss, without claiming completeness. some formulae related to the results of this 
paper which are given in existing tables of integrals. We shall consider in particular the new table 
of integrals and sums of elementary functions by Prudnikov et al. [14]. which is as yet available 
only in Russian. In addition to (1.1) and (1.2), it contains many other formulae for integrals with 
logarithms. 
h. I. Integrals in Prudnikov et ~1. [ 141 
h. 1.1. Forrwla [ 14, No. Z.6.4.81 
/ 
3c 
@J/A. z. (Y, I) = 
X*-‘ln X 
0 (xp+,q’ 
dX 
-a-PI I-1 
‘. 
= 
Cl- %4h-l 7T ~ ln _ _ c . I” 
(I- I)! p’sin(aT/p) i I /,=, X/J-a 
(6.1) 
p> 0. pjarg z] < 7. O<Rea<pl. l=l.2,3 ,... 
where the sum is empty for I = 1. If CY/~ is an integer, the limiting form of (6.1) must be taken. 
To derive (6.1) for non-integral values of (Y/F. we set X” = .Y in the integral and obtain, using 
Table 1: 
Using (3.3) and the well-known relations [5. No. X.3657.81 
44-~-~)=~W- c $q, $(l -x)=J/(x-)+Trcot TX 
X=1 
(6.3) 
yields (6.1). For p = 1. z = 1. (6.1) cannot be used, as it stands, for integer values of (Y = n + 1. 
For this case we use (4.8) and easily obtain, using properties of the Stirling numbers [l, No. 
24.1.31, 
= (-1)‘f [(I-n - 2)!$21), -(-l)‘n!s:i’,,_,]. 
(I-l)! 
12n+2. (6.4) 
Setting CI = II + i in (6.1) gives 
a#, 1, + ;A) =.y(n. I) = lx -y’i-““‘n,~yd.\ = 
0 ( 1 + _Y ) 
= (-l)‘l+’ 
I- 1 
(l-l)! 
271(i -I?),_, c 1 
I,=, 2x--2/l-1 
= (-l)‘l+’ 
(l-l)! 
2r;(i -n),_,@(/-/?-l.l)-C?(II.l)). 
From (4.15) we may obtain the alternative expression 
(-1)’ 
4%. ,I= (/_ l)! n(S(0, ,?)$l. I-n- l)-$1. ,I).QO. I--/?- 1)) 
(217 - 1)!!(2(- 2/r - 3)!! = - _ 
(I- 1)!2’_’ 
(&(/_ II 1 1) +(,, 
. 
1)) 
. 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
The equivalence of the expressions on the right-hand side of (6.5) and (6.6). respectively. follovvs 
from the relation 
(; -rt),_,=(-1) ‘2-‘(212 - 1)!!(2/- 217 - 3)!!. />l?-tl. (-l)!!=l. 
Special cases of (6.1). in particular for p = 1. 2 and I = 1. 2. can be found in Gradshteyn-Ryzhik 
[5, Section 4.251. Grobner-Hofreiter [6. Section 3241. Erdelyi et al. [4. Section 6.4. 14.21. 
Oberhettinger [13, Section 1.41. Apelblat [2. Section 3.21. and elsewhere. 
6.1.2. Forr?lulu [14, No. J.h.4.Y). ulso [_‘i. No. 4..?_F_?7] 
x @,(l. :, l./+ ;,= 
J 
In .V 
0 (.\-+:)‘+I 2 
ds 
3-1 2-l __ =p 
‘I- 1 
ln:+2ln2- (6.7) 
arg]:] CT:. I= 1.2. 3.... 
where empty sums are to be taken as zero. On setting p = 1,‘: in (4.20). vve obtain. using the 
simpler form 
(6.X) 
Both formulae give the same result. since it may be shown by induction that for I> 3. 
(6.9) 
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6.1.3. Formrrla [ 14, No. ,.6.4.11], also [6, No. 3?4.Ilh] 
p> 0. Rep>O. (6.10) 
More generally. 
( 
i 
2(2//J )l”‘+ l (2m)! 2 ( ,“) (p + 2;)‘“‘+, ’ j= 2n1. = x=0 
0, ;=2m+1, 
tn=o, 1.2 . . . . . (6.11) 
Clearly, the condition Re p > 0 in (6.10) is not sufficient. In particular, for p = 1. m = 0. we 
obtain the relation [4, No. 6.2(20)] 
J 
1 _xP/2-l 2 I . I . 
0 (1 + _q 
dx= --zF,(p. zp. 1 +.p. -1). 
where the hypergeometric series zF, on the right-hand side is divergent for Re p 2 2 [l, No. 
15.1.11. A detailed investigation. using theorems of Weierstrass and Abel (see, e.g.. [9, No. 
228.233]), shows that (6.10) is valid for 
0 < Re p < 2171 + 2. (6.12) 
For real p, Grobner-Hofreiter [6. No. 324.11b] give (6.10) with the condition 0 < p < 2m + 2. 
Formula (6.11). together with Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, enable us to derive closed expressions for 
the infinite series on the right-hand of (6.11) in the cases of integer p = 2r and p = 2r + 1. 
Theorem 4. Let Sip’ he the Stirlirlg nun~her.s of the first kind and let s( p. y) he defined hj, (3.11). 
Then 
(a) For-m>r&l, 
= (-1)“(2I.+k-l)! 
R(r, VI)= c 
/,=O k!(/.+ k)2,,1+’ 
(6.13) 
(b) For~r>r>O. 
ii(Y, n7)= f 
(-#(2r+k)! 
/,=o k!(2r + 2/( + $‘+’ 
= 2-2”1?2 
(6.14) 
Proof. For case (a), we set p = 2r > 0 in (6.11). giving 
- 3c 1 R(Y, 
m) 
=- 1 (2r l)! sr- ln2”‘,y 
2 (2m)! J (1 .$’ 
dx=l (2r-- I)! 
/f,,I(r- 1. 2r-). 
0 + 2 (2nz)! 
and the result follows from Theorem 2.1. on noting that since /3 = 1 in (4.8) only the zeroth power 
of In p is not vanishing. Similarly. for case (b), setting p = 2r + 1 in (6.11). 
jq,, n2) = 2-2nr-*---- (2r)! r xr-1i21n2ni.x du = 2_2,,,_2 (2j-)! 
J (2m)! 0 (1 +g)2r+’ ’ (2m)! Jz*,J~. 2r + 1). 
and the result follows from Theorem 2.2. The restrictions nz 2 I’ 2 1 and HZ 2 I’ 3 0 follow from 
(6.12). 0 
For Y = 1, Theorem 4(a) reduces to a well-known result for the Riemann zeta function, namely 
[l. No. 23.2.16.201: 
x (-1)x+’ 
R(1. nz)= c 
= 1 (22”1 - 2) 
2111 X=1 k 2 - (?,?,)! ]Bz,,,lG”Z= (1 2’-2”1){(2f?z). 01 3 1. 
(6.15) 
and Theorem 4(b) reduces. for Y = 0. to a another well-known relation [l. No. 23.2.221 for a sum 
over reciprocal powers: 
Two sums similar to those given in Theorem 4 can be found by considering the integral 
J 
x xPP/‘-‘lnIx 
0 (x”-l)P 
dX= (1 +( -1)“1’ ’ “” - 
11) (y:l’:;;i(d-~~ 
p > 0. p= 1.2. 3 _..... .i. 
We have two cases: 
(i) p = 2r 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
J 
x p- 1 ln’X dX= j2p-2n-1(2,1,)! 5 ( -2,) (4 j = 2111. 
0 (xfi-l)lr 
\ 
x =o L (I.+#,1+’ ’ (6.18) 
0, j = 2nz + 1, 
p> 0. r= 1. 2...../71: 
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(ii) p = 2r + 1 
(0, j = 2P??. 
\ _i= 2nr + 1. 
(6.19) 
This leads to 
p> 0. r=l -7 . ..... 171 
Theorem 5 . Let S”” be the Stirling numbers of the first kind and let s( p, q) be defined by (3.11). 4 
Then 
(a) For m 3 I’ > 1 
* (2r+k- l)! 
P(C /?I)= c 
/_=[j li!( r + qZn’+’ 
(6.20) 
Q( I’. /17 ) = f 
(2r + h-)! 
A=O k!(2r + 2/i + l)“rr+’ 
(6.21) 
Proof. The proof. which is analogous to that of Theorem 4, follows from (6.18) and (6.19) for 
p = 1 by noting that 
1 (2r- l)! 
Q(r. i”)=y C2m)! lr,z(r- 1.2r) 
and 
Q(r. n7)= _2-Z~~1-3 (2r)! (2nI+ lJ!J2:Z+1(r. 2r+ 1). 
Applying Theorems 2.la and 2.2a gives the respective results. 0 
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As for Theorem 4, special cases of Theorem 5 lead to well-known relations [l, No. 23.2.16.201: 
(6.22) 
I 
=77l 
2,,1+* (z2”‘+2 - 1) I Bzt?1+2 I = (1 _ 2-2”‘-2)~(2m + 2) 
(2nz + 2)! 
, m>o. (6.23) 
We may add that Prudnikov et al. [14, No. 2.6.5.9-131 give results for special cases of the 
integrals 
J 
'X a - 1 *nnlx 
0 l-xp 
dx and a J 
1 xa-‘lnnlx dx 
0 (1 -yy . 
6.1.4. Formula [I4, No. ,1.6.4.IZ] 
z X”‘2-‘ln”1Xd X= 2,,,+2 1 + ( - 1)“’ x 
J 
(-I)‘! 
0 xp + 1 2 
m !pL-“l-l C 
k=O (2k + l)‘,‘+’ 
, p>o 
On setting X’ = x and using (6.16) this integral becomes 
which is a special case of (4.15). 
6.1.5. Formula [I4, No. 2.6.4.131 
J 
cc p-‘ln2”‘+‘X 
0 (Xp+l): 
dX=O. p.>O. 
This is a special case of (6.11). 
6.1.6. Formula [14. No. ?.6.5.1.5] 
J 
x p/2-‘lnnlX 
2 
,,I + 1 
- 1 
0 
X’ - 
1 
dX= 
(172 + 1)/Y+’ 
71?11+l I&+, I(1 -(-VP’). P’O. 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
(6.27) 
This formula is incorrect. On setting X” = x in (6.27), we obtain from (4.17) 
J 
3c Xr/2-11n”‘XdX= _ _ 1 
,,C*(O. 1) = 
( _l),,l+’ y1+1 _ I 
0 X”-1 I-L I” 
m+ 1 II? + 1 (271)n1+11&1+, I (6.28) 
p> 0. m=o. 1.2.3 . . . . 
Apelblat [2, No. 3.2151 gives the relation -J:*(O, 1) = IT’, which agrees with (6.28). 
We close this section by noting that Prudnikov et al. [14, Section 2.3.121 have also given 
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explicit expressions of type (5.2), i.e., expressions in terms of a( q, k) or &( q, k), for the integrals 
where k = 1, 2, 3. Substituting X= In x, and setting : = l/p, the integrals 
form into integrals of the kind discussed in this paper. In particular. nine 
expressions given in [14] correspond to 
P”Z&L m - 1, n) [16, No. 2.3.12.12,18,21], 
P n+1’2Kk(fi, m - 1, n + 1) [16, No. 2.3.12.13,19,22]. 
P ‘+r’*Lk(P, m, n + 1) [16, No. 2.3.12.14,20.23]. 
A comparison with our results (and a numerical check) shows that the terms 
i;/( z, p, V) trans- 
out of the twelve 
16 E ‘-;!“I and -16 f k.$ 
k=l X=1 
in [14, No. 2.3.12.22,23] should be replaced by 
* F wk+’ and _* f (-Qk+l 
k=l k3 !i=l k3 ’ 
respectively. Note further the simplification [l, No. 23.2.191 
f (-l)k+l =$5(3) 
k=l k3 . 
There are also two misprints: a”-’ and am-“-r’* should read zmen and .znr-“-“* in [14, No. 
2.3.12.12, 191, respectively. 
6.2. Some other integrals 
Explicit expressions for (1.1) are not very frequent in tables if m > 1. Prudnikov et al. [14, No. 
2.6.4.10,15] give 
(6.29) 
p’ 0, p]argz] (7, O<Recu<pRep 
in terms of psi functions and their first derivatives, and (for p = l), in terms of logarithms and 
trigonometric functions. These formulae can be obtained from Table 1 and relation (2.3). Special 
cases, for p = 1, 2 and p = 1, are given in [5, Section 4.261, [6, Section 3241, [4, Section 6.41, [13, 
Section 1.41, [2, Section 3.21. 
Some other formulae related to (1.1) or (1.2) are scattered in various tables. Formula [5, No. 
4.25361 of Gradshteyn-Ryzhik corresponds to M,(l/a, 1, p + 1)/a”+‘. (Note that the restriction 
“Re p > 0, a # 0, p - a is not a natural number” should be replaced by “ Re p > 0, a # 0, 
1 arg a 1 < IT”); and [5, Section 4.261 gives expressions for the integrals 
In” 
x + u)(x - 1) 
dx, m = 3, 4, 5. (6.30) 
K.S. integrul /,7x- ‘(I + pr) - “In”‘.y dx- 343 
From those expressions we may show that 
lim $,,,(u) = Iz*(O, 2). 
(I* -1 
Apelblat [2, Section 3.21 gives expressions for I:(O, 4) and 
(6.31) 
for m = 3(1)6; and Prudnikov et al. [16, No. 2.6.19.111 give If*(O, 2). 
Lastly. we mention that Marichev [12, Section 10.41 gives some special cases of (1.1). for 
n7 = 1, 2, h = 1, 2, and complex Y, in terms of products of gamma functions. 
7. Relations between the integrals 
Using the symmetry relations (4.5) and the fact that certain integrals vanish according to 
(6.11) (6.18), and (6.19). we obtain the following identities, which are valid for all integers m, n, 
and 1 for which the integrals are defined: 
I,*,(& 0 = (-L)“‘I,*,(,- n - 2, I), I;,,,+&?, 2n + 3)= Z&+&r, 2n + 4), 
&+,(n, 2n + 2) = 0. &(n, 2n + 2) = 2Zz*,,(n, 2n + 3); 
(7.1) 
Jri+h 1) = (-1)“‘4,::(/- 17 - 1, ,), -&,+&7. 217 + 2) =J;,,l+,(n. 2~ + 3), 
JZ,, + I (& 2n+ l)=O. JZ:,z(~7. 2n + 1) = 2J$,l(n. 2n + 2); 
(7.2) 
Iz*(n, /)=(-l)“‘+‘Z,~8*(/-~-2. I). IZ+r(n. 2n + 3) = ZZ+,(tr, 2n + 4), 
I;,:+,(??, 2n + 2) = 0. Zt,z(t7, 2n + 2) = 2Z,*,z(n, 2n + 3); 
(7_3) 
J,;*(n, I>= C-1) “’ + ‘J,;: * ( I - II - 1. I ) . JT,,T(n. 2n + 2) = JTz(n, 2n + 3). 
J,*,T( n, 2n + 1) = 0, .Z~,,T+,(n, 217 + 1) = 2J~,~+,(17, 2n + 2); 
(7.4) 
K,*,(n, I)= (-1)“‘2’-“L:,(/- II - 2, I). 
L,*,(n, I)= (-1)“‘2’-“K,T,(I-,7- 2. I). 
(7.5) 
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